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them. PiciareIIo. one of the terrorists still being sought, was
relesecl from 11iomasl:oll OIl parole. It was expected that he
woulcI have been immediately picked up by Massachusetts
police for outstanding baDk robbery charges. The FBI stated
that they had Aceto, Piciarello, and Gullion under surveil
lance for suspicioa of bank robbery. Yet all these Jaw en
forcement agencies failed to make use of an obvious out
standing warrant.

Two weeks before the Aceto arTeSt, a similar arTeSt was
made of Andrew Zuis, a 33-year old railroad worker and
m ember of the anti-busing groups ROAR and the South Bos
ton Marshalls , for possession of dynamite, pipe bombs and
railroad Dares. He was also linked to recent bombings
, against the Plymouth Rock landmark and a Bicentennial
replica of the Boston Tea Party. With that kind of record, one
would have expected law enforcement officials to throw
away the key. Zuis however, has now been released on low
ered bail after claiming that he had "found" the dynamite.
He has also rescinded his own claims of membership in the
anti-busing groups.
The widespread recognition by the Boston population of the
connections between the right and left-wing terrorists acts
that have escalated racial tension over the bUSing issue, are
providing the context for uncovering IPS control over these
right wing gangs as well. In response, spokesmen for the

South Boston Marsballs have been forced to;'daim: that -the
South Boston Defense League does not ezist. The 'phantom
Defeuse I.eaJple has however worked in open cooi'dination
w ith ROAR and bad issued citywide leaflets threateaing
"outsider(' to stay out of� Boston.
DiGnzia Haadl:uIfi Police
ATF head Rex Davis credited his decision to conc:entrate
Operation Cue in Boston to the ""tremendous cooperation
among state, local and police officials, especially Police
Commissioner DiGrazia." This week. DiGrazia, whose links
to the CIA are a matter of public knowledge, m oved to clear
the field for the Interpol coverup and consolidation of the IPS
terroris t network. with a renew ed assault on police who are
"

"

fighting the threatened budget cutbacks. DiGrazia brought
disciplinary false arrest actions against two Boston officers
in one case using the "reliable" testimony of a skid-row
derilict.
Boston police officials have thus far capitulated to the
DeGrazia-ATF takeover by protesting that they will not con
duct any further arrests without the presence of a supervisor
to avoid being charged with disciplinary actions.
With IPS terrorist networks still in place, a renewed "Bi
centennial" activation of bombings and riots in the area
under the control of ATF is an open possibility - as long as
press coverups and Digrazia reins on police continue.

IPS Activates Rand Scenario for IIWar of Nervesll
•

In Preparation of Terrorist Onslaught
This week Marcus Raskin's Institute for Policy Studies
linked New World Liberation Front (NWLF) claimed to have
planted two bombs in West Coast facilities owned by the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company. According to the classic
blackmail threat initially delivered by the Front and
'
broadcast nationally, the explosions were set to go off
sometime between July 6 and 10 at undisclosed plant sites.
They have �e� to go off, nor have any bombs been found by
police at PGE facilities. The Front communique instructed.
Pacific Gas workers to leave their plants and not return to
work. Although the power company has been a consistent
terrorist target, plant security personnel found no bombs.
Today over CBS radio a Front spokesman announced the
actual intent of their threats:
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just a war of nerves ... done as

a diversion until we prepared other things."
Since January, the bombings of such power facilities have
been promulgated by ROckefeller·controlled think tanks such

as the Rand and MITRE Corporations, as well as "left" and
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"right" credibility-bolstering press outlets - all in an
ticipation of the Institute-Rand "Nuclear Pearl Harbor"
scenario activation. The NWLF blackmail tactic employed
thi s week is typical of the operating procedures drawn up in
Brian Jenkins Rand study entitled "High Technology
Terrorism and Surrogate Warfare." Rockefeller-affiliated
press provocateurs like Washington Report, the monthly
newsletter of the right-wing American Security Council

cultivate aJld exacerbate the environment into which
terrorist actions are introduced. The June issue of
Washington Report printed that nuclear terrorism was
possible through the bombings of power plants which would'
then spread radioactive materials into the surrounding area.
AlreadY in California. having been primed for the "terrorist"
scenario so many times, a statewide apparatus was
established under the Rockefeller-Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA) engineered operating
plan called "Nuclear Blackmail Emergency Response
Plan."
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